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EXT. BLUE CASTLE - DAY

Gloomy gray sky. Light snow storm. Army of Blue Knights are

seen fighting with green goblin creatures.

CLASH! SWISH! STAB!

A group of goblin creatures are seen ambushing a hidden

figure. They try their best to grab a hold of them.

SWOOSH! SWISH! STAB!

The goblin creatures fall down one by one in defeat!

KING MAGNUS (29, heroic king, strong and confident) stands

triumphantly with his sword, BLUE DRAGON!

KING MAGNUS

FOR THE BLUE CASTLE!!!

The Blue Knights fight with all their might against their

enemies! Swords, spears, and shields from both parties are

seen clashing everywhere!

SLASH! STAB! WHOOSH! KICK!

Some Blue Knights and goblin creatures fall in the snow.

SWISH! PUNCH! CLING!

Two Blue Knights tag team to defeat their approaching

enemies.

KICK! SLASH! UPPER PUNCH!

Three green goblins fall defeated in the snow. One of the

knights looks at the other.

BLUE KNIGHT #1

Where did these things even come

from?!

LOW KICK! STAB! STAB! SWOOSH!

BLUE KNIGHT #2

I don’t know. But we must protect

the king and the castle at all

costs!

A group of green goblins jump on the two knights!
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GREEN GOBLINS

AAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHH!

The two Blue Knights continue to fight off their enemies.

King Magnus continues to battle the goblin creatures with

his loyal knights!

WHOOSH! CLING! LOW PUNCH!

A sudden opening reveals itself. King Magnus sees his white

steed and runs to it.

He jumps on the horse with his BLUE DRAGON! The steed lifts

itself up.

WHITE HORSE

NEEEIIIGGGHHH!!!

King Magnus looks around rapidly. He sees his main foe,

GORGONSLASH, (goblin wizard leader, powerful and ruthless)

in the snowy sky.

GORGONSLASH

HA! HA! HA! HA! HA! HA! What’s the

matter Magnus? Aren’t tough enough

to handle a fight?!

The king looks at the monster with confidence.

KING MAGNUS

You call this a fight?! My knights

are easily defeating your cowardly

goblins one by one. Can’t you see

the results?

The goblin leader looks at his many defeated, injured, or

dead minions in the snow. He looks back at Magnus with

anger.

KING MAGNUS

The next time you want to fight,

don’t be an armature about it.

Bring something that’s worth my

time, instead of wasting it.

Gorgonslash’s face turns red, as he sucks in his cheeks.

GORGONSLASH

AAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!

A hot red bust of fire blows out of the monster’s mouth! The

king dodges the attack!
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KING MAGNUS

No need to get hostile.

Gorgonslash gathers his breath as he begins to speak.

GORGONSLASH

How dare an insect like you mock

the great Gorgonslash! You and your

infestation of feeble bugs shall

pay with your lives!!!

The monster raises his hand high. He moves his arm.

SWWWOOOOSSSHHH!

A wide wave of red fire lands on the ground, melting some of

the snow instantly! The fire dims down and disappears,

showing a dark black crust on the ground.

KING MAGNUS

Unbelievable!

Gorgonslash looks over at the current battle, and sees his

army still losing. He frowns and looks at the land past the

kingdom.

He smiles and looks back at his enemy.

GORGONSLASH

Well since I’m not so much of a

challenge for you, I’l burn down

something that will be!

Gorgonslah begins to fly away.

KING MAGNUS

Oh no you don’t!

King Magnus prepares to ride.

WHITE HORSE

NNEEIIGGHH!!!

Magnus looks over at some of his knights.

KING MAGNUS

You three! Come with me. We’re

going to finish this fight.

THREE BLUE KNIGHTS

YES SIR!
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The Blue Knights quickly gather some horses from the side,

and prepare to ride. All three ready, the king gives his

command!

KING MAGNUS

LET’S GO!

As the rest of the Blue Knights finish up their battle with

the green goblin creatures, the king and his company leaves.

Some of the knights look on at their heroic leader.

INT. WOODS - DAY

Snow covered trees. Logs and branches sticking out from the

snow. Small puddles of water on the ground.

The horses gallop fiercely, as the king and his knights

catch up to Gorgonslash!

Gorgonslash turns his head to his enemies, as he continues

to fly.

GORGONSLASH

HA! HA! HA! HA! You fools will lead

to your own doom!

Gorgonslash flies a little further. King Magnus and his

knights ride faster to catch the monster!

KING MAGNUS

Al...most, there...

FLASH!

Gorgonslash dissapears!

KING MAGNUS

STOP!!!

WHITE HORSES

NNNNNEEEEEIIIIIGGGGGHHHHH!!!!!

The king and his Blue Knights slide down a snowy rough slope

into....

EXT. WOODS - DAY

Snow slowly sprinkles down from the sky. Small village

ahead.

King Magnus breathes heavy, as he tries to regain what just

happened.
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KING MAGNUS

Where did he go?

A moment of silence as the snow continues to fall.

BOOM!

Magnus looks to the west and sees a huge red fire with

smoke. He notices its the direction of somewhere familiar.

KING MAGNUS

Oh no...

Villagers and farmers are seen running away, from afar. The

king quickly turns his head to his knights.

KING MAGNUS

Quickly men! There’s no time to

lose!

King Msgnus and his Blue Knights ride again!

As they ride they try to avoid running villagers and

farmers. The horses gallop as fast as they can.

The king and the Blue Knight’s enter...

EXT. SERENA’S FARMLAND - DAY

Snow covered farm. Quiet farmhouse. Completely abandoned.

WHITE HORSES

NNNEEEIIIGGGHHHH!!!

King Magnus and his Blue Knights come to a complete halt.

The worried ruler turns his head rapidly to find his beloved

one.

KING MAGNUS

Where is she?

BLUE KNIGHT #3

Where is who my king?

Magnus blushes as his knights overhear his question. He

briefly turns his head to his soldiers.

KING MAGNUS

Um... nothing! I just thought I saw

some innocent bystander here.

The embarrassed leader quickly thinks of a plan.
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KING MAGNUS

You three, go to the local town and

check to make sure Gorgonslash

hasn’t hurt anyone. If there are

any injured civilians, report them

to the nearest health facility

immediately. Let me know your

progress later.

BLUE KNIGHT #4

Okay, but what about you King

Magnus?

BLUE KNIGHT #5

Yeah, sir. No disrespect, but you

can’t possibly think we’ll leave

you here all alone out here in the

snow and with no backup.

KING MAGNUS

You will, if I make this a direct

order.

All three loyal knights look at each other and raise their

shoulders in confusion.

KING MAGNUS

I appreciate your honor and loyalty

my soldiers in blue, but I can

handle myself. This isn’t the first

time your king has been alone in a

dangerous fight, and I assure you

it won’t be the last.

King Magnus turns his horse and himself around with

confidence.

KING MAGNUS

Now go! There’s no time to lose!

I’ll meet you back at the castle

later on tonight. King’s honor!

The three knights shake their heads up and down, and salute.

THREE BLUE KNIGHTS

YES SIR!

The loyal blue soldiers leave with their horses in a flash.

Magnus smiles as his loyal knights leave with pride.

A moment of silence as the snow continues to gently cover

more of the farm.
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King Magnus turns his head back around at the silent

farmhouse for a moment. He squints his eyes with suspicion.

He turns his attention back to his horse.

KING MAGNUS

Come on ol’ boy. Let’s go find her.

Magnus leaves with his horse. He heads west.

EXT. OUTSIDE OF TOWN - DAY

Quiet nowhere. Few trees scattered around.

King Magnus leans his head down for a moment.

KING MAGNUS

How could should she not be there?

Magnus looks up again and turns his head back to the quiet

town in the opposite direction.

KING MAGNUS

Something doesn’t feel right...

Magnus notices the grey sky turning darker, approaching

night time.

BOOM!

The suspicious leader turns his head back to the farmhouse.

KING MAGNUS

Again?!

The king rides back again to the farmland.

BOOM! BOOM! BOOM!

Feeling paranoid, King Magnus rushes faster to...

EXT. SERENA’S FARMLAND - DAY

Fiery blasts, turn into black smoke and fade away without a

trace. From a distance Magnus notices Gorgonslash hovering

in the air.

GORGONSLASH

You foolish scoundrel!

Moving silently to the side a little, the king notices who

the monster is referring to. To his shock, he sees SERENA

(29, beautiful farmer, weak and scared) tied up and laying

in the snowy ground!
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Lifting her head up, Serena is seen breathing hard as she

has her mouth taped up.

GORGONSLASH

You told me you didn’t know any

king! I knew you were lying to me!

I KNEW IT!!!

Gorgonslash forms a fireball in his hand. He throws it.

BOOM!

Serena jumps and barely dodges it, covering herself more in

the snow! She gives up and lays her fate on the snowy

ground.

The evil monster forms a bigger fire ball in his hand.

GORGONSLASH

You’re finished!

He throws his attack faster!

BOOM!

Smoke covers the area! Gorgonslash tries to catch his

breath.

GORGONSLASH

*cough* *cough* cough*

The merciless goblin opens his eyes and sees that King

Magnus blocked his attack!

GORGONSLASH

WHAT?!

The smoke completely disappears. An angry Magnus is seen

heroically standing and protecting Serena.

KING MAGNUS

You MONSTER!

The king raises his BLUE DRAGON.

SLASH!

The mighty weapon glows blue, along with the blue gems on

his crown.

KING MAGNUS

How dare you involve her in this!

The king points his sword directly at Gorgonslash.
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KING MAGNUS

You want a fight, than come at me!

NO ONE ELSE! Especially not her!

Serena opens her eyes slightly. She sees a blurry vision, of

what she thinks is her beloved Magnus.

SERENA

(taped mouth) MAG...NUS...

Serena passes out in the snow.

Gorgonslash smiles at the situation of his enemies.

GORGONSLASH

Ha ha ha ha ha ha! I didn’t know

you could be so touchy Magnus. Not

a good look for a king indeed.

Gorgonslash looks at the unconscious Serena.

GORGONSLASH

This worthless woman panicked as

soon as she heard me call your

name. She tried her best to protect

you by acting like she didn’t know

you, but I knew that you would

return.

Magnus squints his eyes angrily at the monster.

GORGONSLASH

You elf people discuss me. Such

loyalty and care for the most

unnecessary reasons.

The king prepares his weapon for the next attack.

Gorogonslash glows his eyes white.

GORGONSLASH

Prepare to die.

ZAP! ZAP! ZAP!

The king moves his sword.

CLING! CLING! CLING!

King Magnus successfully dodges the attacks.

KING MAGNUS

Take this! DRAGON STORM!

SWISH!
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A blue dragon aurora forms from the sword and strikes

Gorgonslash!

BOOM!

GORGONSLASH

Aaaaaaahhhhhhh!!!

The monster flies down rubbing his eyes. He tries his best

to see what’s happening.

While Gorgonslash tries to regain his sight, King Magnus

leans down near Serena.

The fearless blue leader quickly lifts his lover up, and

checks her for injuries. He removes the tape off of her

mouth.

KING MAGNUS

Darling, are you okay?

Serena finally catches her breath. She gently places her

hand on the side of Magnus’ face.

SERENA

My hero...

Serena lays back in her lover’s arms and happily closes her

eyes. Magnus carries his beloved off of the snow.

KING MAGNUS

Don’t worry I’ll get you out of

here.

Magnus begins to run to his white horse!

VOLTAGE BLAST!

KING MAGNUS

AAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHH!!!

The king kneels down in pain, still holding Serena. A dark

red mark is seen on the left lower side of his stomach.

GORGONSLASH

Where do you think you’re going?!

King Magnus turns his head to see his enemy, flying in the

air. Smoke fades away from the monster’s hand.

GORGONSLASH

You’ve caused me enough humiliation

for one day. Now its your turn!
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Gorgonslash raises his hand at Magnus. It begins to glow

into a white electrical ball.

GORGONSLASH

Any last words?

King Magnus stares at Gorgonslash disdain. He turns his back

to the ferocious wizard.

KING MAGNUS

Blue Dragon, release.

Gorgonslash smiles with confidence at his foe’s response.

GORGONSLASH

Ha, ha, ha! That’s it?! How

pathetic.

UNKNOWN VOICE

RRRRROOOOOAAAAARRRRR!!!!!

An unknown sound startles the monster. He moves his head in

all directions to find it.

GORGONSLASH

What is that?

FLASH!

King Magnus’ BLUE DRAGON glows with a blue aurora! It flies

in the air and...

UNKNOWN VOICE

RRRRROOOOOAAAAARRRRR!!!!!

The sword shakes rapidly! Gorgonslash looks at the weapon

with surprise.

FLASH!

A GIANT BLUE DRAGON (Magical dragon weapon, gigantic and

unstoppable) UNLEASHES!

BLUE DRAGON

RRRRROOOOOAAAAARRRRR!!!!!

The small magical sword can be seen on the dragon’s long

neck.

Gorgonslash stares at the dragon, speechless. King Magnus

stands tall, carrying his beloved Serena with pride.
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KING MAGNUS

I wasn’t going to release this on

you, but I’ve had enough.

BLUE DRAGON

ROAR!

KING MAGNUS

Blue Dragon, finish him.

Scared for his life, Gorgonslash tries to fly away!

SNATCH!

Blue Dragon holds Gorgonslash tight enough for him not to

escape. The giant creature stares at the goblin closely.

Blue Dragon takes in a deep breath, and its cheeks begin to

glow white.

BLUE DRAGON

RRRRRRROOOOOOOAAAAAAAAARRRRRR!!!!!

A bright white beam of light unleashes from Blue Dragon’s

mouth! The giant dragon stops.

A dark crusted Gorgonslash is seen in the claws of Blue

Dragon. King Magnus stares at his weapon and Gorgonslash.

KING MAGNUS

Its finally over.

The dark crust of Gorgonslashes turns into ashes. Blue

Dragon releases its claws, letting the ashes blow away and

fade in the snowy air.

The giant blue creature stares down at its master.

KING MAGNUS

Blue Dragon, detain.

Blue Dragon closes its bright white eyes and turns into a

blue silhouette.

FLASH!

The BLUE DRAGON appears in the air and drops down. The sword

lands on the snow, next to King Magnus.

King Magnus stares at his sword for a moment, then turns his

attention to Serena’s farmhouse. He begins to gradually walk

silently to her home.
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The BLUE DRAGON lays alone, beginning to be covered by

snowflakes.

Serena begins to open her eyes again. She moves her head a

little from Magnus’ chest.

SERENA

Magnus, sweetheart...

KING MAGNUS

Its okay Serena. Everything is back

to normal.

The king approaches the farmhouse door.

KICK!

He enters in.

INT. SERENA’S FARMHOUSE - DAY

Darkish grey interior. Brown furniture. Curtains open,

showing the gentle snow from outside.

King Magnus continues to walk forward, carrying Serena into

the next open room.

INT. SERENA’S ROOM - DAY

Pink room. One medium red bed. A tan drawer and a white

night stand with a yellow lamp.

King Magnus walks to the side of Serena’s bed. He gently

lays her down on it. Serena looks at her king lovingly.

SERENA

Thank you, for everything.

Magnus kneels down and places his hand on his lover’s cheek.

He stares deeply into her eyes.

KING MAGNUS

There isn’t anything I wouldn’t do

to keep you safe. Never forget

that.

The blue leader stands up.

KING MAGNUS

I’ll return in less than an hour.

Just rest my dear.

Serena nods her head. King Magnus smiles at her in return

and begins to walk away.
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Serena looks on as her hero leaves the room. King Magnus

gently closes the door.

INT. SERENA’S FARMHOUSE - DAY

King Magnus looks back at the closed door for a moment. He

stares outside at the open front door.

He notices his BLUE DRAGON still in the snow, and his white

steed patiently waiting for him.

He walks forward to return to the snowy landscape. He closes

and locks the door.

EXT. SERENA’S FARMLAND - DAY

The snow finally stops falling.

Magnus picks up his BLUE DRAGON and puts it away. He hops on

his white horse, and prepares to ride.

KING MAGNUS

Okay, let’s go!

The heroic blue leader leaves in a flash!

EXT. BLUE CASTLE - NIGHT

Navy blue night sky. Snowy landscape. The Blue Castle door

is wide open, showing the bright interior light pouring out

into the night.

The three Blue Knights from before are seen regrouping with

their king. King Magnus is seen with a large bag on his

back, and near his steed.

The blue soldiers stand confidently. They take off their

helmets, as they look torward their leader.

BLUE KNIGHT #4

Sire, there where no injured locals

in the town. We checked three

times.

BLUE KNIGHT #3

Agreed. Only a few were startled

and actually heard the loud

explosion. They told us and

returned to their daily routines.

BLUE KNIGHT #5

We returned to the farmhouse, but

didn’t see you or Gorgonslash

(MORE)
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BLUE KNIGHT #5 (cont’d)
around my king. We figured you

might have returned to the castle.

BLUE KNIGHT #3

So we came back, awaiting your

return. We came back just an hour

ago.

King Magnus pets his horse and turn his head to his

soldiers.

KING MAGNUS

Good. Excellent work as always my

knights! You shall be rewarded

greatly when I return.

The three knights look at each other in confusion.

BLUE KNIGHT #4

Return, sir?

KING MAGNUS

Yes, return.

BLUE KNIGHT #5

King Magnus, what about

Gorgonslash?

KING MAGNUS

He’s gone for good. He was

destroyed completely by Blue

Dragon.

The knights look at their king in shock.

BLUE KNIGHT #3

Okay... But sire where are you

going now?

BLUE KNIGHT #4

Did someone get hurt on your end

sir? If they did, please, let us

assist.

King Magnus looks to the side. He makes sure his cape covers

his wound on his stomach, out of sight from his soldiers.

KING MAGNUS

No. I’m just going out to run a

late errand.

The king hops on his horse and prepares to ride.
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The Blue Knights turn their heads to each other and nod in

agreement. One of the knights, walks forward to their

leader.

BLUE KNIGHT #5

With all due respect King Magnus,

you’ve been making some, uh...

unusual decisions lately. We’re not

trying to invade, but we are

concerned about you sir.

The other two Blue Knights step forward.

BLUE KNIGHT #3

And its not just us my king, many

other knights are concerned too.

BLUE KNIGHT #5

We can tell you’re hiding something

from us, but at the same time we

don’t want to invade your privacy.

Please sir, just be honest with us.

King Magnus leans his head down, unable to face his loyal

soldiers.

KING MAGNUS

You’re right, I am hiding

something.

The knights look surprised, as their leader agrees with

them.

KING MAGNUS

I’m experiencing something very

special at the moment. It’s

something very beautiful and

delicate for me right now.

Magnus begins to blush as he continues on.

KING MAGNUS

Though I can’t explain myself

fully, I want you all to understand

its something very precious and

important to me.

The king turns his head fully towards his knights.

KING MAGNUS

But I promise, everything will be

clear in due time.
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Satisfied with their king’s answer, the Blue Knights nod

their heads and bow with respect.

KING MAGNUS

Thank you. I will return between

tonight and tomorrow morning. If I

don’t return by tonight, don’t wait

up for me. Just lock down the

castle, and make sure there are

guards on patrol during the night.

THREE BLUE KNIGHTS

Yes sir!

The three Blue Knights salute their king.

WHITE HORSE

NEIGH!

King Magnus rides again!

The Blue Knights watch on, as their leader fades away in the

dark.

EXT. SERENA’S FARMLAND - NIGHT

Starry night. Crescent moon. Snowy landscape with a cold

breeze.

King Magnus’ white horse stands tall, as its white mane

blows calmly in the breeze.

INT. SERENA’S ROOM - NIGHT

The yellow lamp is lit bright. An opened health kit is seen

on Serena’s night stand.

With bandages around her face and arms, Serena leans down to

the health kit. She takes a long bandage and walks forwards

to a shirtless Magnus.

The young beautiful farmer is seen more happy and mobile, as

she wraps up her king’s injury on his stomach. The fearless

blue leader has his arms up tall.

KING MAGNUS

You know you could be a good nurse

if you really wanted to.

Serena smiles at Magnus’ response.
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SERENA

You’re too generous my king.

Serena finishes wrapping the injury.

SERENA

There we go. Perfectly sealed.

Serena moves away and places her hand on Magnus’ chin. She

draws him closer.

KISS.

She gestures away and looks at Magnus.

SERENA

And perfectly healed.

Magnus chuckles at his lover’s response.

KING MAGNUS

At least now we are healing

together.

Serena lifts up her shirt a little bit from the bottom.

Smaller bandages are seen around her stomach.

The two lovers hold each other’s hands.

BLAST!

Serena notices the noise coming from her living room. She

quickly goes to check on it. Magnus follows her.

INT. SERENA’S LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Light gray couch. Fireplace. Screen doors.

Serena smiles as she sees a giant fire in town. She can see

and hear people celebrating and going near the fire.

Magnus stands next to Serena staring at the fire.

SERENA

Its an annual event.

The king looks at Serena.

SERENA

Its a celebration of warmth and

happiness that they made it through

another year.
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Serena walks closer to the screen door. She places her hand

on it.

SERENA

The people of this town are lower

class. They don’t have much to

survive on or support off of.

Mainly they rely on each other.

Serena turns her head to Magnus.

SERENA

This fire you see is their symbol

of life. A sort of... "Fiery

Blaze," as they would say.

King Magnus looks at the intense fire, hypnotized by it.

KING MAGNUS

Its beautiful...

Serena smiles at her lover’s response, as she stares back at

the fire.

KING MAGNUS

Thank you for showing me this. I

didn’t know about this town’s

struggles. I shall do everything in

my power to support and provide

supplies for them.

SERENA

And you’ll do an excellent job at

it, like always.

The king blushes at Serena’s response. Serena moves away

from the screen door and walks toward the couch.

She sits down, with Magnus’ crown next to her. She takes a

white cloth and begins wiping it.

SERENA

This crown has been through a lot

today.

Serena stops wiping, to view the shiny crown sparkling from

the burning flames of the fireplace.

Magnus walks toward the couch and silently sits on the other

end of it. He stares at the bright flames of the fireplace.
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SERENA

Well I guess its time for you to

leave my dear.

King Magnus suddenly turns his head to Serena.

Serena gently places the royal crown on her king’s head. She

places her hands on his cheeks.

SERENA

Perfect fit.

Completely hypnotized by her presence, King Magnus slowly

takes Serena’s hand, and leans forward.

KISS.

The romantic kissing lasts for a moment, as only the

crackling flames from the fireplace can be heard.

The lovely couple separate and stare deeply into each

other’s eyes. From Magnus’ eyes, Serena sees a romantic

hypnotizing fire.

The lovebirds lean close and continue kissing. Magnus’ crown

begins to slip from his head. The crown falls to the floor.

THUD!

Not paying attention to the fallen crown, the couple

continue to make out on the couch.

Holding each other tightly, Magnus leans forward on top of

Serena. The couple slowly fades away on the couch.

Centering the attention on the burning fireplace, the camera

pans out to the reflection of the Fiery Blaze on the screen

door. The Fiery Blaze burns taller then the flames of the

fireplace.

Fades to black.


